Quilting- English Paper Piecing

with Marie Minaudier

cost $50.00
 April 22, Saturday - 9:00 to 4:00 - some sewing experience preferred
Bio: Marie Minaudier is an award

winning quilter and instructor. Last
year, she was fortunate to win in two
categories at the MAAS - Manitoba
Association of Agricultural Societies summer fairs 2016, for Hand Quilting
and for Machine Quilting - Best in
Manitoba. She is another of the
respected Minaudier family of artists
that are familiar to Prairie Canada
Championship friends.
Workshop:
In this workshop, you will learn how to
make Flower Garden blocks, as
pictured below. English Paper piecing
is a method of patchwork that dates
back to a kinder, gentler time. Stressrelieving and addictive, once you get the hang of it. Can be done with little
equipment, and is a very "portable" project...can be done almost anywhere.
A supply list is available in an accompanying attachment. Bring what you can.

You will also receive this pattern for the Maple
Leaf, which would make a wonderful project for
Canada’s 150th Birthday! The 5” x 5” Maple Leaf is
not a “beginner” project, but you will be able to
make it after some practice. If you have done some
hand-piecing in the past, you will probably be able to
make it easily. If you wish to bring some fabric for
the Maple Leaf, less than 8" x 12" of each of
white and red should be more than enough.

We plan a slow-paced
workshop, with lots of
instruction, lots of
individual help, and lots
of time for visiting and
sharing.

To join, please fill out
and mail the registration
form on the next page,
and mail it to the
address indicated.

#

Fee

Your Name, contact info:

Quilting- English Paper Piecing
with Marie Minaudier

cost $50.00

Please make payment for this class to Prairie Canada Carvers.
Cost as indicated in workshop bulletin.
Register by mail. Send this form to:
Tom McCormack, 39 Brixford Cresc.. Winnipeg, MB, R2N 1E1
204-253-0885
Prompt registration for seminars is encouraged, as
__________participation numbers are limited.

Total

____________.00

